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Day 1

Before Noon:
Poland Team officialy greated everyone at

project. 

Every team prepared and performed
activities, that idea was to bring all

groups toghether.

Leaders of the groups presented  plan of
exchange and they explained everything

about it. Plans was pinned to the wall in
the workshop and posted on facebook

fanpage.

After Noon/In the evening:
All groups together established the

rules of the exchange. We splited to the 8
international groups and chose who will be

responsible for each day.

We ended day with reflection and talking
about what we learned. 



Day 2

Before Noon:
Every group prepared exercise to wake

everybody for each day.

We splited into 6 groups with 2 poets in
the group that wrote poems about: Love,

Friendship and European Union; and rest of
the group was working on the presentation

about his national poets.

After the declametions of poems and showing
the presenation, we talked about it and

exchange our thoughts. 

After Noon/In the evening:
We talked about proces of creation poems

and what we learned from writing.

On the evening there was a Spain National
Night.



Day 3 

Before Noon:
After the exercise to wake up everybody we
splited into international teams and were
preparing a play titled “Creating your own

world requires courage”.

After Noon/In the evening:
We were still preparing a play that we

started before th noon. 

Some time later for the break we gather
into group and talked about what we learned

At the end of the day we perform our
prepared plays, and after this there was a

lithuanian national evening.



Day 4

Before Noon:
After the exercise to wake up, we took a
big sheet of paper and went into public

place in Zakopane. We invited local
community to draw with us painting about

“Creating your own world requires courage”.
People who won't helped with that they're
were walking and asking settlers of the
Zakopane what are they thinking about

title of project.

 After Noon/In the evening:
We prepared a video with results of asking
local public community and we displayed it

in workshop.

Next we splited into international team and
drew a poster about things that are

negative for us. 

National evening that
day were prepared by

Poland team.



Day 5

Before Noon:
After the exercise to wake up, were splited

into national groups and prepared a
presantations about sculptures in another

eras.

 After Noon/In the evening:
Splited in to groups we gathered a

materials for the our own sculptures. We
presented them and next we had reflection
time and talked about what we learned.

At the end of the day there was a Romanian
National Evening.



Day 6

Before Noon:
After the exercise to wake up we find local
community and showed them dances and drag

them to dance with us hip hop, disco dance,
street dance, modern jazz, dancehall.

 After Noon/In the evening:
We watched a Dirty Dancing (English

version). 

We talked about what we learned.

For this evening portugal made a National
Evening.



Day 7

Before Noon:
After the exercise to wake up we gathered

togheter and we writed a song, with 6
verses I ours languages.

After Noon/In the evening:
We prepared a videoclip for our song. We
talked about what we learned and we done

activies.

Czech Republic was responsible for national
evening.



Day 8 

Before Noon:
After the exercise to wake up we talked
about how we can share ours experiences,

that we got on this project.

We gifted participants with  Youth Passes.

After Noon/In the evening:
We filled out survey about project, what we

learned from it and what is ours feels
about project, then we departured from

Poronin.
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